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commence Quelibet media proportionalia. Je considere leur relation, l’un a l’autre, et j’essaie 
de determiner l’identite de leurs auteurs. La mode de leur diffusion suggbre une liaison entre 
les maitres de geometric d’oxford et ceux de Paris pendant le treizieme sibcle. o 1991 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
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The study of higher geometry was pursued with no small vigor in the early 
medieval universities. But despite that vigor it yielded results that tend to disap- 
point historians of mathematics, since it focused on the elaboration of established 
texts, rather than on the formulation of original technical insights. There survive 
hundreds of manuscripts containing translations and paraphrases of classical trea- 
tises by Euclid and Archimedes, for instance, but these derivative versions add 
hardly anything to the received technical base. They are also, for the most part, 
anonymous. A few original treatises survive, notable examples being the Archi- 
medean tract of Johannes de Tinemue (John of Tynemouth), De curuis superjkie- 
bus; the sophisticated inquiry into curvilinear figures and motions, De motu of 
Gerard of Brussels; and the geometrical and mechanical writings of Jordanus de 
Nemore, such as his Liber Philotegni [for editions, see Clagett 1964 6.2; 1984 I, 
II]. But at best only a bare minimum of data survives on the life and work of these 
authors, however interesting and significant their efforts. For instance, it was until 
very recently the common supposition that Jordanus de Nemore was the same as 
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Jordanus of Saxony, the second minister-general of the Dominicans [see Clagett 
1984, 145-147; Hoyrup 19881. 
Confronting such a desperate situation, the historian has almost no alternative 
but to resort to textual methods in the effort to squeeze from the surviving docu- 
ments whatever information they might contain. It is thus surprising that strategies 
of textual analysis have not been widely exploited within this field, but the results 
of their application, when they are, prove encouraging. In particular, one can 
sometimes detect similarities of style, for instance, that permit the assignment of 
given writings to the same editor. Using the distinctive style of De curuis superfi- 
ciebus as a point of reference, for example, I have been able to credit to its author 
John of Tynemouth certain other writings, including a paraphrase of Archimedes’ 
De quadratura circuli, a paraphrase of the anonymous De figuris ysoperimetris, 
and a paraphrase of Euclid’s Elements (“Adelard III”) [Knorr 1989, 618-624; 
1990a II; 1990b II]. Furthermore, by comparing different versions of the same 
work, one can attempt to determine the genealogical scheme of source dependen- 
cies, as I do, for instance, with the De quadratura circuli and the De ysoperimetris 
[Knot-r 1989 III 9; 1990a]. As one articulates the textual relations among these 
versions, the corresponding relations among their authors come into progressively 
better focus. 
The project of the present article is of this sort. By examining the different 
versions of a particular treatment of the circle quadrature, known in one form as 
De circulo quadrando, I seek to identify their authors through similarities of 
editorial style. Further, the literary contexts of the several versions are seen to 
entail information about the responsible scholars, such as where and when they 
were active. That may not be much to know. But it forms the prerequisite around 
which to organize whatever additional information may emerge through the further 
investigation of these materials. 
I. De circulo quadrando 
The principal text of the quadrature called De circulo quadrando exists in the 
13th-century Oxford manuscript, Bodleian Library, Digby 174 (f. 136v- 137r) [ 11. 
It treats of two ostensibly unrelated results: (I) that the octagon inscribed in a 
circle is the mean proportional between the squares inscribed in and circumscribed 
about the same circle; and (II) the construction of a square, equal to a given circle, 
as the mean proportional between given squares. In the following paraphrase, 
Latin words which I take from the text are set in italics, the parts enclosed by 
quotation marks are a literal translation, and the numerals are my addition for 
convenience of reference: 
I. Exemplum: Let square EN be circumscribed about circle 0, and square MF 
be inscribed in it. Dispositio: Draw diagonal EN, which passes through the center 
0 of the circle and meets it at points C, T, vertices of the inscribed octagon, 
“which, since it is easy to prove, I leave to the industry of the reader (Zectoris 
industrie).” Join chords GC, CA4 (sides of the octagon) (and radii OG, OA4, and 
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FIGURE CQ:I 
draw chord GM, meeting OC in M’) [2]. Ratio, age: “both G and M’ are right 
(angles) and 0 is common, so triangles EGO and OGM are similar” [3]. Thus, 
EO : OG = OG : OM, that is, EO : OC = OC : OM. Thus, by Proposition 1 of Book 
6 (of Euclid’s Elements), triangle EGO : triangle CGO = triangle CGO : triangle 
M’GO, that is, triangle CGO is the mean proportional of triangles EGO, M’GO. 
“Similarly you will find (inuenies) in every case, by examining the parts, that 
the triangles constituting the octagon are mean proportionals of the triangles 
constituting the squares EN, MG. Thus, the octagon is the mean proportional 
between the two squares.” (See Fig. CQ:I.) 
The mean proportionality turns on the similarity of the corresponding triangular 
parts EGO, OGM’ of the inscribed and circumscribed squares. But the same 
relation obtains for regular polygons of any number of sides. The same proof thus 
establishes that the inscribed regular 2n-gon is the mean proportional between the 
inscribed and circumscribed n-gons. This more general result in fact does appear 
in certain treatises, like the De triangulis (see note [34]). 
The text now considers the circle quadrature: 
II (1). Let circle 0 be inscribed in square A, and let A : 0 = 0 : M, for some 
rectilinear or curvilinear quantity M. (a) Let M be a circle, and circumscribe square 
S about it. Ratio, age: A : 5 = 0 : M, via book 12 (of the Elements), that is, A : 0 
= S:M. Thus, 0:M = S : M, that is, 0 = S. (b) If M is rectilinear, let it be 
reformed (redigatur) into a square (S); then A : 0 = 0 : S, that is, 0 is mean 
proportional between two squares, A and S. The product of the sides of these 
squares is their mean proportional, which as a parallelogram can be reformed into 
a square. Thus the proposed circle has been squared. (Comment:) The proof might 
be impeded if one takes M to be a figure bounded both by curved and straight 
lines, e.g., a circular segment. (See Fig. CQ:II(l).) 
Forming figure M as the third proportional of the given square A and circle 0, 
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FIGURE CQ:II( 1) 
one considers two cases, as M is (a) a circle or (b) a rectilinear figure. In either 
case, one finds that the square S, circumscribing M in the former instance, or equal 
to M in the latter, leads to the solution of the circle quadrature. In his comment 
the author admits that his solution is restricted, but does not indicate how to obtain 
a more general construction. In no case, moreover, has he shown how actually to 
produce the figure M as the required third proportional. 
II (2). (Alternatively,) let circle 0 be inscribed in square AC, and let AC : 0 
= FG : M, for every ratio can be set equal to a ratio of lines, “even if those lines 
are not known by us.” Take DE mean proportional between FG, M, and form the 
squares on FG, DE; let AB : HZ = FG : DE, and form the square on HZ. Ratio: 
FG:M = (FG:DZQ2 = square FG : square DE. Thus, square FG : square DE = 
AC : 0. But since FG : DE = AZ3 : HZ, square FG : square DE = AC (that is, square 
Al?): HN (that is, square HZ); thus, by equal ratios (a pari) AC : 0 = AC : HN, 
that is 0 = HN. (See Fig. CQ:II(2).) 
(Comment:) “Thus, it is clear (liquet) that a circle is equal to a square. And 
so, if nature endowed one so excellently with the acumen to find two lines in the 
ratio of the square and the circle inscribed in it, then by using our said device 
(artifkium) he could at once find the square equal to the proposed circle.” 
F G 
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In this alternative construction, the desired square HN is found as a consequence 
of the supposition of lines FG, M in the same ratio as the given square and circle, 
AC and 0. Of course, the author has not shown how to produce these lines. Thus, 
his construction does not solve the problem, but only reduces it to another, or 
perhaps only establishes the existence of a solution (as he says, “of no quantity 
relative to another can there be any ratio which cannot be found in lines, albeit 
we may not know how to find those lines”). In his closing comment, however, the 
author acknowledges this limitation of his argument. 
My present concern is not with the technical criticism of this method, but rather 
with identifying its author. In a second copy of this item, in the 15th-century 
Vienna ms. Nat. Bib. 5303 (f. 18v, 19r, 21v), the third part, that is, Section 11(2) 
in my paraphrase, is headed “Demonstratio Ioannis de Chinemue de quadratura 
circuli” [Clagett l964,576,578n]. This would assign it to the author, usually known 
as Johannes de Tinemue (that is, John of Tynemouth), of the tract De curuis 
superficiebus, an important medieval treatment of the Archimedean geometry, 
covering the principal theorems on the surface and volume of the sphere [4]. 
Clagett has rejected the attribution in the Vienna copy, as a “free invention” 
by the scribe, influenced by the proximity of De circulo quadrando to De curuis 
superfkiebus in his presumed source, the Digby copy. But it would be difficult, I 
think, to reconstruct how the scribe came to associate these two works on the 
basis of the Digby manuscript. For in it De circulo (f. 136v-137r) occurs in the 
environment of several other works. It occurs after the EZements (in the version 
“Adelard III,” terminated at f. 132v), the De similibus arcubus (of Ahmad b. 
Ytisuf, f. 133r-v), the De quadratura circuli of Archimedes (in the version from 
Gerard of Cremona, f. 133v-134v), and the Defiguris ysoperimetris (in the anony- 
mous Graeco-Latin version, f. 135r-136v); and it is followed by two recopied 
portions of the Elements from “Adelard III” (at f. 139r-145r and 146r-153v), 
the practical geometry Geometrie due sunt partes principales (at f. 145r-145v), 
additional extracts from the Elements, from “Adelard II” (at f. 154r-159v), and 
from Gerard of Cremona (at f. 16Or-173v), and the Liber de ponderibus (that is, 
the Elementa of Jordanus de Nemore, at f. 174r-v). Only then does there appear 
Archimedis de curuis superficiebus (beginning at f. 174v), whose author is named 
only in the closing line (at f. 178r: “Explicit commentum Joh’is de tin’ in demons- 
trationes arch’ “), followed by an alternative version of De Jiguris ysoperimetris 
(f. 178v-179r) and Jordani de speculis (a version of the Euclidean Cutoptrics, f. 
179r-181v) [S]. Offering such a diverse harvest of tracts, this codex would hardly 
leave the impression that De circulo and De curvis were linked in any special way. 
A similar dispersal occurs in the Vienna codex itself. Its copy of De curuis (at 
f. llr-18v) is followed by the lemma on the octagon and the first lemma on the 
circle (at f. lSv-19r), as in Sections I and II(l) above, and headed “Quadratura 
circuli.” But there follows next a copy of De quadratura circuli (the version of 
Gerard, at f. 19r-2 1 v), and only then the second lemma on the circle, Section 11(2), 
with its explicit citation of “Ioannes de Chinemue” (at f. 21~) [Clagett 1964, xxii, 
5761. Thus, while the Digby and Vienna mss. bring together a few tracts in common 
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(namely, De circulo, De curuis, and Gerard’s De quadratura), their arrangement 
is quite different. 
On other grounds, it seems doubtful to me that the Vienna copyist was working 
directly from this Digby ms. Examination of Clagett’s apparatus for De curvis 
indicates that although the Digby and Vienna copies fall into the same basic line 
of the text, there is a pattern, as Clagett himself observes [1964, 4481, that the 
Vienna copy shares scribal variants with one or both of two others (Berlin, Deut. 
Staatsbibl. Q. 510, 13th cent.; and Basel, Univ. Bibl. F. 11.33, 14th cent.). But 
many of these variants are not present in the Digby copy. Thus, the Vienna copy 
must depend on a prototype related to the other three, but separate from them. 
It thus becomes possible that the Vienna scribe’s attribution of De circulo is 
based not merely on whim, but on information transmitted by his source. What 
inclines me to accept the attribution is the fact that De circulo (CQ) shares promi- 
nent idiosyncracies of style with De curvis (CS) and other writings assignable to 
Johannes de Tinemue [6]. Most prominently, the terms “exemplum,” “dispos- 
itio,” and “ratio age,” inserted as labels for the sections of the proofs (see the 
translation above), are ubiquitous in the same labeling capacity in CS, as well as 
in the Euclid edition “Adelard III” (which I assign to the same editor) [7]. Further, 
the phrase with “invenies” in CQ (end of Sect. I, “examinatis partibus invenies”) 
has parallels in CS (Proposition 1, lines 54-55: ‘ ‘si bene numeraveris invenies’ ’ ; 
cf. 5.59: “simili ratione invenies” and 5.63-64: “si sufficienter enumeres reperies” 
[or: “invenies”]). Moreover, the use of single-letter designations in CQ not just 
for points (as in the standard classical form), but also for the plane or solid figures 
they delimit (circulus 0, quadraturn A, quadraturn S, circulus M, etc.) is precisely 
in the manner of CS, e.g., in Propositions 9, 10: piramus A, spera C, etc.; so also 
1.14: triangulus F, 4.6-8: superficies R, etc., 5.94: figura X, 7.101-106: circulus 
K, etc., 8.29-39: spera F, corpus P, etc. Terminological choices are consistent, 
e.g., the manner of comparing angles in similar triangles: for CQ, see note 3 above; 
compare CS 4.17: “tam 2 quam T est rectus, et S est communis, ergo trigonus 
STP est similis trigono”; 5.41: “Yet S est rectus et K communis, ergo SEK, YCK 
trianguli sunt similes”; 7.27: “tam Z quam P est rectus et C communis, ergo 
OZC, CPF trianguli sunt similes”; cf. also 5.6870, 6.29-31, 7.52-53, 7.69-70, 
7.114-l 16, 7.131-132. Again, “a pari” is used in both for equating of ratios (CQ 
580.26,30; CS 10.17). Among similar pedagogical observations, “lectoris relinquo 
industrie” (CQ 404n) echoes “diligenti relinquimus posteritati” (CS 7.180); fur- 
ther, “impediet quis demonstrationis progressurn” (CQ 578.16) has parallels in 
“ne quis . . . demonstrationis tenorem interrumpat” (CS 8.6-7) and “simili dem- 
onstrationis progressu” (CS 7.160). 
It seems to me unlikely that the scribe of the Vienna copy was moved to attribute 
CQ to the author of CS on the basis of linguistic parallels like these. But it seems 
no more likely that his attribution, if indeed merely a whim, would happen to 
correlate with a real consistency in style. I thus infer, with as high a probability 
that these matters permit, that CQ and CS are by the same author, John of 
Tynemouth. 
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TABLE I 
THREE VERHONS OF THE CIRCLE QUADRATURE 
De circulo quadrando - I 111 112 - - 
Quelibet media proportionalia 1 2 3 - 4 5 
De triangulis, Book IV 14 15 16 - 17 18 
II. Quelibet media proportionalia 
An alternative version of CQ appears within a set of five propositions appended 
to one manuscript of the Euclid version ‘ ‘Adelard III” (Paris, bibl. nat. lat. 16648, 
f. %v-59r); since it appears without title, I cite it by its incipit, “Quelibet media 
proportionalia” (QMP). The second proposition in this set (QMP 2) presents a 
version of CQ, Section I (on the octagon), while the third corresponds to CQ, the 
first part of Sect. II; QMP has no equivalent of the second part of CQ, Sect. II. 
The same five-proposition series circulates apart from ‘ ‘Adelard III,” usually in 
the company of additional propositions on geometric constructions. It also appears 
within the closing section of the Liber de triangulis, the revised and expanded 
form of Jordanus de Nemore’s Liber philotegni, namely as Propositions 14-18 of 
its Book IV [8]. I set out the correspondences of the three versions in Table I. 
In its style QMP is consistent with “Adelard III,” as in the Paris copy. For 
instance, the labeling terms “exemplum” (in QMP 1, 3, and 4), “dispositio” (in 
QMP 3 and 4), and “ratio” or “ratio age” (in QMP 4 and 5) accord with the 
format adopted in virtually every proposition of ‘ ‘Adelard III”; similarly, the term 
“falsigraphus” (in QMP 1) is used to denote the proponent of the false hypothesis 
of an indirect proof, just as it does in almost every indirect proof in “Adelard III.” 
These and other shared terms are listed in Table II. 
Notable is the phrase ‘ ‘secundum dulk’ ’ (in QMP 4)) an abbreviation for ‘ ‘secun- 
dum dulcamon” referring to Euclid’s I 47, the favored way of citing this theorem 
in “Adelard III.” The phrase “sic generaliter accidit ubique” (QMP 5) is reminis- 
cent of phrases with “generaliter” and “generalis” that recur in ‘ ‘Adelard III” 
(e.g., XI 18: “hec demonstratio generaliter viget in singulis”; cf. VI 18, I 4, and 
XII 5; also I 2: “ratiocinatio generalis ubicumque”; V 5 and VI 12: “generalis 
doctrina”; XII 13: “generalis est demonstratio”; etc.). 
Particularly distinctive in QMP 2 is the phrase “geometer industrius facile 
colliget” (“the industrius geometer will easily gather”). The “geometer/ra indus- 
trius” is invoked similarly in “Adelard III”-in XI 26: “geometre industrio . . . 
indubitanter obviabitur”; in XII 9: “geometra industrius colliget ex prioribus”; 
cf. VI 19: “hoc lector industrius facile trahet ad consequentiam.” One such passage 
occurs in the last proposition of Book XV: “geometre industrio liquet” (“it is 
evident to the industrious geometer”). It is especially striking that this last citation 
of the “industrious geometer” in “ Adelard III” occurs on the page immediately 
preceding that in QMP 2 in the Paris ms. 16648 (f. 58r, 58v, respectively) [9]. 
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TABLE II 
PARALLEL USAGE IN QMP AND“ADELARD III” 
Usage (in QMP)O Parallels in ‘ ‘Adelard III”b 
exemplum (1.3, 3.3, 4.3) 
dispositio (3.3, 4.3; cf. 2.4) 
ratio/ratio age (4.4, 5.8; cf. 5.5) 
falsigraphus (1.7) 
amplius (3.13) 
mediante in gen. abs. (2.13, 4.6) 
de ratione + gen. (4.5) 
in occursum (5.8) 
secundum exigentiam (5.7) 
secundum dulk (4.5-6) 
sic generaliter ubique (5.10) 
geometer industrius (2.5) 
passim 
passim 
passim 
passim 
often 
often 
often 
I 2, VI 5 
often: e.g., II 5, 6, 7; VI 1, 13; XI 20 (twice), 31 (twice), 34 
(twice), 36 
often: e.g., II 9 (twice), 10, 11, 12, 14 
cf. I 2, 4; VI 18; XI 18; XII 5, etc. 
cf. XI 26, XII 9, XV ult. 
’ References to proposition and line numbers [Clagett 1984, 403-4101, e.g., “1.7” is line 7 of QMP 
Proposition 1, that is, De triangulis IV Proposition 14; see Table I for correspondences. 
b References to book and proposition of the Elements. 
Since these same stylistic features do not typify the rest of De triangulis, I infer 
that the five-proposition set should be assigned to the same editor as that of 
“Adelard III,” while the association with De triangulis is secondary [lo]. 
This can be further corroborated: (1) The lemma on the octagon (De triangulis 
IV 15) is a special case of the construction in De triangulis IV 8 (cf. Liber 
Philotegni Proposition 44). As Clagett observes [1984, 3211, the editor of the 
octagon lemma would hardly have included it, if it had already appeared earlier 
in his own compilation of De triangulis. (2) The copy of QMP held in the 
Glasgow ms. Univ. Lib. Gen. 1115 has the heading ‘ ‘Incipit quadratura circuli 
secundum Alardum,” and the end of its Proposition 3 reads, “Explicit quadratura 
circuli secundum magistrum Alardum in maiori commento” [ 111. These state- 
ments recall the colophon of the Paris copy of ‘ ‘Adelard III”: “Explicit edit(i)0 
alardi bathoniensis in geometriam euclidis. . . .” [ 121. Thus, the Glasgow copy 
of this set, like the Paris copy of the same, has its provenance in the context 
of the tradition of ‘ ‘Adelard III,” not De triangulis. The Glasgow copy is not 
simply dependent on the Paris copy, since it holds additional propositions 
(corresponding to De triangulis IV 21 and 25) not held in the P&is copy [Clagett 
1984, 3441. (3) Roger Bacon, who transmits verbatim a text of QMP 1 in his 
Communia mathematics [Steele 1940 129.35-130.51, throughout the same work 
draws almost exclusively from the “editio specialis Alardi Batoniensis” (SC. 
“Adelard III”) for his citations of Euclid [13]. 
On grounds of style like those by which I have above assigned CQ to the 
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author of De curuis, I have elsewhere argued that the same author of De curuis is 
responsible for ‘ ‘Adelard III” [see note 61. It follows that both forms CQ and QMP 
are due to this author, John of Tynemouth. The stylistic parallels we have already 
noted make this reasonable, since, in particular, both CQ and QMP mark off the 
sections of their proofs by the terms “exemplum,” “dispositio,” and “ratio, age.” 
The fact that each version, CQ and QMP, holds features of John’s style not present 
in the other, furthermore, establishes that neither has merely inherited these from 
the other. On the other hand, it is clear that CQ and QMP are closely related 
textually, for they agree fully on basic features of the content and organization of 
the proofs: they recognize the same two constructions (of the octagon and the 
circle as mean proportionals), and they divide the latter into the same two cases 
(SC. where the third proportional area is a circle or a square) [14]. The relation is 
indicated further in parallels of wording; for instance, the term for “proportional,” 
medio loco proportionalis, employed throughout CQ (four times in Sect. I, once 
in each part of Sect. II) is used also in QMP 3 [15]. Further, both CQ and QMP 
employ the phrase “redigatur in quadraturn” (twice in CQ II [Sect. 11; once in 
QMP 3 [407, lin. 131); while the phrase “lectoris relinquo industrie” in CQ I [404n] 
has an obvious echo in the phrase “geometer industrius facile colliget” in QMP 2 
(404, lin. 5) [16]. 
Clagett has assigned priority to QMP over CQ, on the grounds that in its 
treatment of the circle theorem (as in Sect. II of the paraphrase above) CQ distin- 
guishes three cases for the area M, as a circle, a square, or a mixed rectilinear-cur- 
vilinear figure (cf. what I have labeled the “comment” at the end of my translation 
of CQ II[l]), whereas QMP distinguishes only the first two cases. Clagett [1964, 
577; 1984, 5931 reasons that the editor of QMP would not have utterly omitted 
mention of the possible third case, had he been working from a source like CQ 
which emphasizes this very case as a possible “impediment” to the proof [ 171. 
In other respects, CQ presents a distinctly superior treatment to that in QMP: 
(1) Not only does QMP omit this third case of the first part of the circle construc- 
tion, it omits the entire second part as well. It omits also the astute observation 
made in CQ (cf. the “comment” at its end) on the limitations of this construction 
as a quadrature. 
(2) In the first part of the circle construction QMP handles the closing step quite 
clumsily (for comparison, DE, A, C, HK in QMP correspond, respectively, to A, 
0, M, S in CQ): 
QMP [i] A : B (circles) = DE: FG (circumscribed squares), via Proposition 2 
of book 12; [ii] thus alternately, DE: A = FG : B; [iii] let DE: A = A : C, for C a 
circle; [iv] then DE: A = HK: C, for HK the square circumscribed on C, via 
Proposition 2 of book 12; [v] “thus, both A and HK are mean proportionals 
between DE and C.” [vi] Thus, circle A and square HK are equal. (See Fig. 
QMP:3.) 
CQ [iii] Let A : 0 = 0 : M, for M a circle; [iv-a] then A : S = 0 : M, for S the 
square circumscribed about M, via book 12; [iv-b] that is, A : 0 = S : M. [v’] But 
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FIGURE QMP:3 
A : 0 = 0 : M, so 0 : M = S : M. [vi] Thus, square S is equal to circle 0. (See Fig. 
CQ:II(l).) 
Comparing the two versions, we see that QMP introduces the unnecessary steps 
[i] and [ii], with their superfluous figures B and FG, and thereby duplicates its 
citation of Elements XII 2 in steps [i] and [iv], where the latter inaccurately 
assimilates the alternation step (as in [ii]) into its Euclid citation. Moreover, despite 
the claim in [v], step [iv] has not displayed HK as a mean proportional. Thus the 
implied appeal to QMP 1 (that two mean proportionals between the same terms 
are equal to each other) is both invalid, and, as it happens, unnecessary. CQ 
eliminates [i] and [ii], distinguishes the Euclid citation and the alternation step 
correctly by the divided step [iv], and employs a better line of reasoning than QMP 
by replacing [v] with the inference in [v’] on the equality of the ratios. In all these 
respects, CQ reads well as an improved and corrected version of QMP; the 
converse relation would leave unclear why the editor, in producing QMP, would 
have spoiled the efficient and more accurate manner of CQ. 
(3) Missing from CQ is the “corollary” that QMP holds at the end of Proposition 
2. The text (as in De triangulis IV 15) is defective, but the Paris copy of QMP 
has an additional line (which I indicate by angled brackets) that clarifies it a 
bit: 
Corollarium huius: (ergo circulus est medii proportionale inter quadraturn inscriptum et cir- 
cum,) si autem circulus et octogonus sibi inscriptus sunt proportionales, quod est impossi- 
bile [18]. 
Clagett [1964, 465n] has restored a certain sense to this remark by inserting non 
after circulus in the first line. His proposal is supported by an alternative text of 
QMP in the Cambridge ms. Gonville and Caius 504 (f. 97r): 
Corollarium: unde patet quod circulus non est medium proportionale inter quadraturn in- 
scriptum et circulum [! circum] scriptum, vel si hoc, circulus et octogonus sibi inscriptus 
sunt equales per premissam, quod est impossible [19]. 
This Cambridge version (which Clagett does not cite) covers the five propositions 
of QMP with an additional introductory proposition on triangles [20]. In general, 
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it presents an edited version adhering fairly closely to the wording of QMP (the 
correspondence to QMP Propositions 4 and 5 is particularly close). It seems clear, 
then, that this version is an adaptation of QMP, rather than an alternative text. In 
general, one would be disinclined to utilize an edited version like the Cambridge 
copy for variants or emendations to the source. But in the case of the present 
passage, the wording is so close to that of the Paris copy, save that “si autem” 
becomes “vel si hoc,” and “proportionales” becomes “equales per premissam,” 
that one suspects the Cambridge editor has here simply retained a better form of 
the source than that held in the other copies of QMP. In any event, the Cambridge 
text establishes at the very least that its 13th-century editor construed the corollary 
to QMP Proposition 2 precisely in the manner proposed by Clagett [21]. 
By showing that the inscribed octagon, not the circle, is the mean proportional 
between the squares inscribed in and circumscribed about that circle, CQ has 
effectively refuted one version of the circle quadrature, that is, the one associated 
with the ancient sophist Bryson: that if a square is taken intermediate between the 
squares inscribed in and circumscribed about the circle, it will equal the circle, for 
“what are alike greater and less than the same things are equal” [22]. The Aristote- 
lian passages which mention Bryson’s quadrature (Sophistical Refutations 
171b34-2a7 and Posterior Analytics 75b37-76a3) provide no details of the con- 
struction, but amplified accounts are provided by several ancient commentators, 
among them Themistius, whose paraphrase of the Posterior Analytics existed in a 
medieval Latin translation. Clagett [ 1964,428] cites from this translation a passage 
of the sort that could have stimulated a geometer’s inquiry: with reference to all 
the inscribed and circumscribed regular polygons, the circle will equal that polygon 
which is both greater than every inscribed figure and less than every circumscribed 
figure. 
Accepting that the editor of QMP is John of Tynemouth, one can identify a 
possible source from which he could know Bryson’s quadrature. It appears that 
John’s higher studies began at Oxford in the 122Os, when Robert Grosseteste was 
prominent for teaching philosophy there, and one can detect a variety of indications 
of Robert’s influence on John’s work [23]. The Bryson quadrature is criticized in 
the Posterior Analytics commentary of Robert, who bases his own account on 
Themistius [24]. Robert’s summary of Bryson’s argument is thus: 
The circle is greater than every rectilinear figure inscribed in the circle and less than every 
rectilinear figure circumscribed to the circle, similarly the square equal to a right-angled 
triangle whose one side of those containing the right angle is equal to the semidiameter of 
the circle and the remaining (side) is equal to the circumference of the circle is greater 
than every rectilinear figure inscribed in that circle and less than every rectilinear figure 
circumscribed. But whatever are greater and less than the same things are equal to each 
other; thus, the circle and the square are equal [25]. 
That John knew this passage of Robert’s commentary is indicated by the fact that 
Robert’s citation of the theorem on the circle (which I have italicized in my 
translation), while obviously based on the enunciation in Gerard of Cremona’s 
translation of Archimedes’ Dimension of the Circle, nevertheless agrees especially 
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closely with a particular form of that enunciation, 
ence” paraphrase of De quadratura circuli: 
namely, the one in the “ ‘Flor- 
Robert: quadratus equalis triangulo rectangulo cuius unum latus continentium angulum 
rectum est equale semidiametro circuli et reliquum est equale circumferentie circuli. . . . 
De quadruturu (Florence): circulum quadrare eo quod omnis triangulus orthogonius cuius 
unum latus equatur circumferentie, reliquum latus semidyametro equalis est ipsi circulo. 
[Clagett 1964, 1061 
De quadruturu (Gerard): omnis circulus orthogonio triangulo est equaliscuius unum duorum 
laterum continentium angulum rectum medietati dyametri circuli equatur et alterum ipsorum 
linee circulum continenti. [Clagett 1964, 1001 
While the three versions are so similar as to make their interdependence clear, 
there are significant differences. Where the Gerardian and Florence forms differ, 
Robert’s wording sometimes agrees with Gerard’s (by retaining “continentium 
angulum rectum” and in ordering the radius before the circumference), but in 
other respects Robert agrees with the Florence wording (e.g., in changing Gerard’s 
“duorum laterum” to “latus,” his “medietati dyametri” to “semidiametro,” his 
“alterurn” to “reliquum,” and his “ipsorum . . . continenti” to “circumferen- 
tie”). It would thus seem plausible to view the Florence form as modifying Rob- 
ert’s, rather than vice versa. One need not press this strictly literary connection, 
however; it suffices that the agreement of Robert’s statement with the Florence 
form reflects a common environment within which these philosophical and geomet- 
rical works were produced. Since the Florence editor can be identified as the 
author of De curuis, John of Tynemouth [cf. Knorr 1989,620-6241, we obtain the 
claimed connection between Robert’s version of the Bryson argument and the 
geometric treatment in QMP. 
Thus, the “corollary” of QMP, by suggesting an implicit connection to Bryson’s 
quadrature, clarifies the heuristic conception underlying both Propositions 2 and 
3, and hence, by extension, the entire five-proposition sequence. By contrast, the 
comment is absent from CQ. One would suppose, in general, that heuristic sign- 
posts are original, rather than secondary- that the process of editing tends to 
remoue them, rather than to supply them. In accordance with this supposition, 
and in agreement with Clagett, we would assign chronological priority to QMP 
over CQ, as is consistent with our observations on their technical affinities. 
III. De triangulis 
In the Paris copy, QMP is transmitted as an isolated five-proposition sequence, 
but in other copies it is accompanied by additional propositions that, like QMP, 
agree verbatim with items held in the closing section of De triangulis (Book IV, 
Propositions 14-28). Indeed, in the Venice copy (f.a. 332) the entire extended 
sequence of 15 propositions circulates independent of De triangulis [26]. In 
Clagett’s view these copies have been formed of extracts from De triangulis [27]. 
But another view is possible: that QMP, extended into the 15-proposition set, 
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existed first, and that this was eventually grafted onto a revision of Jordanus’ Liber 
philotegni to become the De triangulis. 
I propose the following considerations in support of this alternative view: 
(1) The “extracts” tend to occur in earlier manuscripts than the whole of De 
triangulis. The Paris copy of QMP (lat. 16648), and the Venice (f.a. 332) copy of 
the expanded QMP, as well as the Oxford (Corpus Christi 251) copy of QMP 3, 
are all assigned to the 13th century, and the adaptations of QMP as CQ and QMP’ 
also occur in 13th-century copies (Oxford: Digby 174, and Cambridge: Gonville 
and Caius 504, respectively). By contrast, none of the six codices of De triangulis 
collated by Clagett [1984, 340-3451 predates the 14th century. 
(2) As we have seen, none of the “extracted” forms of QMP explicitly indi- 
cates any affiliation with De triangulis. To the contrary, the Glasgow copy identifies 
it as an extract from “the commentum of Adelard,” which, on the evidence of the 
Paris copy, we can associate with ‘ ‘Adelard III. ” 
(3) We have seen from stylistic considerations that QMP can be assigned to 
the editor of ‘ ‘Adelard III.” Clagett [1984, 320-3311 proposes that most of the 
other propositions in the extended set are based on translations made by Gerard 
of Cremona [28]. Comparing the Gerardian versions against those in De triangulis, 
one observes a close textual correspondence. In some instances (as IV, 26-28) the 
agreement is verbatim; but for the most part, the editor has intervened to some 
extent, usually abbreviating the source by eliminating redundancies. One finds 
that where Gerard’s text is reworded, or material absent from Gerard is inserted, 
the new expressions agree with usage in John’s writing. 
In Table III are given some specimens, where in each case the item from De 
triangulis is common in De curuis and other writings of John. (The numerals refer 
to the proposition and line numbers of De triangulis Book IV; the Gerardian 
parallels can be located in the texts corresponding to these propositions, as cited 
by Clagett [ 1984 Appendix III B] .) To cite a specific example, just as De triangulis 
substitutes “in duo equa(lia)” for Gerard’s “in duo media,” so does John substitute 
“in duo equalia” for “in duo media” in his “Florence” adaptation of Gerard’s De 
quadratura circuli [29]. Indeed, the very light editing that Propositions 20-25 of 
De triangulis, Book IV, have undergone is comparable to John’s procedure in De 
quadratura, Proposition 1 [30]. Of course, all the terminological items mentioned 
here are quite standard in the 13th-century technical vocabulary. One would not 
propose a specific connection with John on this basis alone; but the associations 
already argued for the core group, Propositions 14-18 (QMP), as argued above, 
make the present attribution plausible. 
Of the other propositions in the appendix to Book IV (Propositions l&28), 12 
and 13 are firmly in the abbreviated style of the principal editor of De triangulis; 
the terms “argue” in 12.8 and “argues” in 13.9, for instance, are found in almost 
every preceding proposition of Book IV (3.22, 30-31, 4.4, 5.4, 8.18, 9.23, 10.14, 
11.28), but not once among the propositions that follow. Thus, these are not 
assignable to the editor of QMP (that is, Propositions 14-18) [31]. Proposition 19 
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TABLE III 
SOME PARALLELS BETWEEND~ triunguh AND ITS GERARDIAN SOURCEVERSIONS 
Gerard De triangulis IV 
in tres divisiones equales 
in duo media 
verum 
manifestum es1 
multiplicatio 
et illud est quod demonstrare voluimus 
in duo media 
mutetur 
quod sic demonstratur 
tu multiplicas 
manifesturn 
multiplicatio 
multiplicatio 
iam ostensum es1 
cuius demonstratio est quod 
secundum rectitudinem 
manifestum 
multiplicatio 
et illud est quod demonstrare voluimus 
in triu equa(lia) (20.1, 20, 23) 
age (20.14) 
in duo equa(liu) (20.16, 20) 
item (20.17) 
a duplici pari (20.18) 
variate (20.25) 
palam (22.27) 
id quod$t ex (ductu) (22.29-31, 51-52) 
(conjstat propositum (22.56) 
in duo equa(lia) (23.3, 8) 
variatur (23.27) 
age (23.38) 
due (23.61, 62, 64) 
palam (24.12) 
ductus (24.13-14) 
id quod fit ex (ductu) (24.16) 
constat (24.21) 
age (25.7) 
in directum (25.9) 
palam (25.9) 
quod$t ex (ductu) (25.11-12) 
constat ergo quod voluimus (25.15) 
has a scattering of expressions consistent with John’s writing (e.g., “exemplum,” 
“de necessitate,” “respite,” “item,” “habebis ut prius,” “eadem ratione ut 
prius”) and so it can plausibly be assigned to him too along with the edited 
set, Propositions 20-25. The closing Propositions 26-28 transcribe Gerard’s text 
without any change; but since these appear with the rest of the set in the Venice 
copy (f.a. 332, 13th century), it seems reasonable that John was responsible for 
including them [32]. 
IV 
The history of this circle quadrature has turned out to be rather convoluted. The 
initial form, Quelibet media proportionalia (QMP), is a five-proposition treatment 
of the problem, loosely inspired by the argument of Bryson. The editor is John of 
Tynemouth, the most probable setting is Oxford in the early 122Os, and the stimulus 
for composing it comes from Robert Grosseteste’s lectures on Aristotle’s Analyt- 
ics. Attaching to QMP his edited extracts from Gerard of Cremona’s geometric 
translations, John next extended QMP into a 15proposition set covering a diverse 
range of geometric problems: the circle quadrature, the angle trisection, the cube 
duplication (that is, finding of two mean proportionals between two given lines), 
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the inscription of the heptagon, and others. This collection circulated as a form of 
appendix to Euclid’s Elements, in the version “Adelard III” also edited by John. 
Subsequently, John revised QMP in the form De circulu quadrando (CQ). In 
CQ the proofs of Propositions 2 and 3 of QMP are tightened, such that Proposition 
1 can be eliminated, and an alternative construction of Proposition 3 is added, 
together with comments on the limitations of the method followed. Interestingly, 
later scholiasts chastise the author of the unrevised QMP for having overlooked 
these limitations [33]. Of course, John could not have known these later scholia, 
but the dialectical atmosphere they breathed in common could have led him to 
make the changes in CQ for reasons like the ones they raise. 
In the context of the writings I have been able to assign to John, such as De 
curuis superficiebus and ‘ ‘Adelard III,” which are all editions of standard technical 
works, the minor efforts QMP and CQ are different, in that they display his talents 
in an original effort. QMP has no immediate prototype yet identified, and it lacks 
the composite type of style that John’s edited texts have. While the octagon 
theorem (QMP 2) has precedents in earlier works, John here gives no sign of 
modeling his own effort after them [34]. Moreover, the circle construction appears 
to be motivated from a nontechnical source, the philosophical discussion of Bry- 
son’s fallacy. To be sure, the level of mathematical expertise revealed in QMP 
would be more accurately described as competent, rather than brilliant. But it is 
no small credit to John to see him facing the technical challenge, coming up with 
a geometric solution in QMP, then criticizing and improving his solution in CQ. 
Of other adaptations of QMP, one occurs as the six-proposition Proposito 
triangulo quouis (QMP’) in the Cambridge codex, Gonville and Caius 504. Its 
anonymous editor has reworded in part and amplified somewhat the constructions 
of QMP, but has added nothing of significance. More interesting is the relation of 
QMP to the De triangulis. The core of this work is a revised edition of the first 47 
of the 64 propositions of Jordanus de Nemore’s Liber philotegni. In compiling De 
triangulis, the editor has divided the propositions into four books, inserted some 
new propositions in Books II (Propositions 9-12, 14-16) and IV (10, 12-13), and 
then attached at the end of Book IV, as its propositions 14-28, the 15 propositions 
of the expanded version of QMP [35]. 
The editor of De triangulis is anonymous. Since the work survives in 14th- 
century copies, while it is compiled out of early 13th-century writings, the editor 
was active probably in the middle or late 13th century. The very nature of his labor 
identifies him as a continuator of the teachings of Jordanus de Nemore. At the 
same time, his inclusion of QMP reflects a commitment to the tradition of John of 
Tynemouth. 
It appears, then, that the followings of these two masters somehow overlap. 
This is not unexpected, since John and Jordanus were contemporaries. Jordanus 
was active at Paris beginning from the 1220s possibly a bit earlier [cf. Hoyrup 
19881. When he composed Liber philotegni, he already knew John’s De curvis 
1361, and his mechanical writings are later than that [37]. Yet all the works we 
know of Jordanus were already circulating around Paris before 1250, since they 
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are cited in the Biblionomiu of Richard de Fournival at that time [cf. Clagett 1984, 
146-1471. John’s activity began at Oxford in the 122Os, when he produced De 
curvis, “Adelard III,” and QMP. Somewhat later, but certainly by the early 124Os, 
he had become established at Paris, where he was training students, among them 
Gerard of Brussels, in geometry and astronomy [cf. Knorr 1990b III, VI]. 
Historical studies do not permit inferences of the demonstrative sort that mathe- 
maticians are used to. But these data have an obvious, if not a deductively certain, 
implication: that around 1240 John assumed the position of master of geometry at 
Paris upon the retirement or death of Jordanus. Writing in Paris in the 126Os, Roger 
Bacon knew the major works of both these teachers, and esteemed them both 
highly. Whereas Roger seems to indicate a personal acquaintance with John, he 
gives no such sign relative to Jordanus [38]. This would corroborate my suggestion 
of John’s replacing Jordanus at Paris, and it would imply further that John retained 
this position into the 126Os, ending a mathematical career of some four decades’ 
duration. The style of De triangulis is not John’s, but it could reasonably be the 
work of a disciple in this Paris circle [39]. That would account nicely for the fusion 
of the work of the two masters, John and Jordanus, in this treatise. 
Fortune can be unkind. As I have reconstructed the story, John outlived his 
associate Jordanus and his disciple Gerard of Brussels, two geometers whose 
talents for creative work far surpassed his own. John’s pedagogical and editorial 
gifts were perhaps more in keeping with the curricular emphases of the period. 
But one can wonder whether those emphases might have been diverted into 
technically richer tracks, had Jordanus and Gerard been able to exert a greater 
influence than they did. 
NOTES 
N.B. For data on cited manuscripts, see the References. 
1. It has been edited in two parts by Clagett: the first part, on the octagon, in [ 1984, 404n], and the 
second part, on the circle, in [1964, 578-5801. 
2. The text omits these steps and, regrettably, 
the figure (whence my designation M’). 
assigns the same letter M to two different points of 
3. “Tam G quam M est rectus et 0 communis, ergo EGO, OGM trianguli sunt similes.” 
4. Clagett has edited the tract in [1964 6.21. For discussion, see Knorr [1987; 1989 III 81. See also 
note 6 below. 
5. My summary of the contents of the Digby manuscript is based on inspection of a microfilm copy 
of the manuscript. Note that this alternative version of De ysoperimetris is in the manner of John of 
Tynemouth; see [Knot-r 1990a II]. 
6. I have argued John’s authorship of other works on the basis of stylistic comparisons with De 
curuis in [Knorr 1989, 621-624; 199Oa]. For a survey of the findings, see [Knot-r 1990b II]. 
7. Clagett [1984, 465n, 466n] notes the appearance of these terms in “Adelard III” and De curuis. 
Their significance for author identification is elaborated in my discussions, cited in the preceding note. 
8. For the text, see Clagett [1984, 403-4101. From Clagett’s listing of the sources [1984, 340-3451 
one learns that only Paris ms. 16648 holds the five propositions (= De triangulis IV 14-18) in isolation; 
Glasgow ms. 1115 holds the same together with IV 21, 25; Venice ms. 332 holds IV 14-28; while 
another Paris ms. 7434 holds IV 12-28. In none of these is there any explicit indication of the connection 
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with De triangulis. In Base1 ms. F.II.33, IV 12-28 and others appear as additions to a text of Liber 
philotegni. Otherwise, the set (Propositions 14-18) appears in its usual position in the six manuscripts 
of Liber de triangulis collated by Clagett. 
9. Recall the related phrase with “lectoris industria” cited above from CQ, Sect. I [Clagett 1984, 
404n]; cf. also note 16 below. Comparable phrases with “industria” appear in other works, for instance, 
in the translation by Hermann of Carinthia (e.g., VI 27: “industria opera danda” and 28: “non sine 
industria,” cf. Busard [1968, 134, 136]), in “Adelard II” (e.g., VI 27: “sumpta industria” and X 23: 
“absque Johannis industria”), and in De triangulis (I 12: “sumpta industria,” II 16: “ex eadem 
industria,” and IV 7: “sumpta supradicta industria”). One would suppose that the editor of De 
triangulis has been influenced by the phrase in “Adelard II,” for it does not appear in his immediate 
source, Jordanus’ Liber philotegni. Similarly, “Adelard II” may be improvising from Hermann, for 
the term “industria” occurs for both in the same proposition VI 27. The eclecticism of “Adelard II,” 
including many such coincidences with Hermann and other versions, has been ably displayed by Larch 
[1987], and by Burnett, Folkerts and Larch in the “Addendum” to Folkerts [1987,65-681; cf. Folkerts 
[1989, 121. 
10. In discussing these propositions, Clagett [1984,320-323,592-5941 is of the view that the compiler 
of De triangulis drew them, virtually unchanged, from an existing source, albeit one translated from 
Arabic. In contrast to my present proposal, he believes the freely circulating forms of QMP to be only 
extracts from De triangulis; cf. [Clagett 1984, 337-3381. 
11. Compare the opening line of Proposition 4: “Sequuntur quedam extracta a comment0 eiusdem.” 
For the texts, see Clagett [1984, 345, 403n, 408n]. 
12. Paris, ms. 16648, f.  58r; quoted by Clagett 11984, 344; cf. also 1953, 251. 
13. See Knorr [199Ob III and note 361. Bacon does not appear to know De triangulis; for although 
he cites “Jordani De triangulis” in his Communia mathematics [Steele 1940,421, when he specifically 
cites its Proposition 28 in Opus Maius iv xi [Bridges 1897 I, 1581, the citation agrees with the Liber 
philotegni, not the Liber de triangulis. Most of the manuscripts of Liber philotegni adopt the heading 
De triangulis (cf. the variants listed by Clagett [1984, 196n])-indeed, where the heading appears as 
Philotegni Jordani de triangulis (as in the Base1 ms. F.II.33), the term “philotegni” could be construed 
not as part of the title, but as an epithet of Jordanus (admittedly, however, Richard de Fournival does 
not construe it this way; cf. [Clagett 1984, 61). Without other evidence that Bacon knew the four-book 
version of De triangulis, then, we must suppose that his text of QMP 1 came from the tradition of 
“Adelard III.” 
14. Cf. Clagett [1964,568]: “It will be evident to the reader that this theorem of Jordanus [SC. IV 16, 
that is, the third in the five-proposition set] has an intimate relationship with the first of the two 
quadrature proofs [SC. De circulo quadrando II(l)].” 
15. The same term appears in “Adelard III,” e.g., VI 25 (Digby 174, f.  114). Note that QMP usually 
employs other terms for this, e.g., proportionalis in Proposition 2 and medium proportionalis in 
Proposition 3. 
16. The similar passage, “hoc lector industrius facile trahet ad consequentiam,” in “Adelard III” 
(VI 19) establishes a direct connection in usage between CQ and “Adelard III,” not paralleled in De 
curuis; cf. also the remarks on “geometer industrius” in note 9. In like manner, the term “artificium” 
in CQ 11(2) can be compared to phrases with “inartificialiter”, “artificialis”, and “artificiose” in 
“Adelard III” (e.g., V Preface, V 24, and XII 1, respectively). Again, use of the term “quadrare” to 
signify the construction of a square on a given line (that is, to “form the square” on the line), as in CQ 
11(2), is common in “Adelard III” (e.g., Book II, Propositions 3,4,5,6,7,8, and 11). Such coincidences 
as these are anticipated under the view of the common authorship of CQ and “Adelard III.” 
17. In this, however, Clagett 
triangulis; cf. note 10 above. 
does not distinguish between QMP and the equivalent section of De 
18. “Corollary of this: (thus the circle is mean proportional between the square inscribed and 
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circum(scribed),) but if the circle and octagon inscribed in it are proportional, which is impossible.” 
For text, see [Clagett 1964, 405, 405nl. 
19. “Corollary: whence it is evident that the circle is not mean proportional between the square 
inscribed and circle [! circum] scribed, or if this (were the case), the circle and octagon inscribed in it 
are equal, via the preceding, which is impossible.” 
20. The text opens thus (f. 97r): “Proposito triangulo quovis ei proporcione proporcionaliter triangu- 
lum invenire; ex hoc etiam manifestum est quia de omni quadrato et omni superficie rectilinea idem 
probare contingit , ” and the closing is thus (f. 97~): “Set AF proveniens ex AB, AC sese perpendicular- 
iter contingentibus maius est quam AG, ergo quam AE, quod proposuimus.” (The italicized words 
appear in the corresponding line at the end of QMP, as also in De triangulis IV 18: “Ergo AF quanto 
muius est quum AG tanto quum AE; sic generaliter accidit ubique.“) In this alternative version, 
Propositions 2-6 correspond to QMP 1-5. The first proposition, as just quoted, constructs a triangle 
in given proportion to a given triangle, and then extends the construction for the square, and for any 
rectilinear figure. The pattern of close correspondence, as apparent in the endings, is seen frequently 
in the remainder of the texts. 
21. Since this alternative version (QMP’) can be no later than the Cambridge ms. (estimated to date 
from the 13th century), nor earlier than QMP (also 13th century), it follows that QMP’ must itself have 
been composed in the 13th century. The editor displays none of the stylistic features typical of John 
of Tynemouth, save where the text has been transcribed unchanged from QMP, nor can I associate 
QMP’ with the particular style of any other writer known to me from this period. However, the 
appearance of the phrase “habes quod queris” twice in the first proposition of QMP’ may suggest an 
influence from “Adelard II,” where the same phrase occurs (cf. VI 27, “habes quod querebas”). One 
may note that in the Cambridge codex, QMP’ (f. 97r-v) occurs only a few pages after “Adelard II” 
(which ends at f.  86r). 
22. For an account of Bryson’s quadrature, see [Heath 1940, 47-50, 921, [Clagett 1964, 426-4291, 
Mueller [1982], and [Knot-r 1986, 76-781. 
23. For discussion of the connections between John and Grosseteste, see Knorr [199Ob, 1990~1. 
24. Grosseteste quotes from Themistius (but without attribution) at least 
explicitly cites him by name four times; see [Rossi 1981, 19, 409 (index)]. 
two dozen times, and 
25. Commenturius I, Chap. 8, lines 12-19 [Rossi 1981,146]. This may be compared 
summary of the argument, in the Latin text quoted by Clagett [1964, 4281. 
with Themistius’ 
26. For a summary of the manuscripts, see [Clagett 1984, 343-3451. Paris ms. 7434 and Base1 ms. 
F.II.33 hold the entire sequence equivalent to De triungulis IV, 12-28; but for reasons given below 
(note 31), this is likely to be an extract from De triungulis, rather than a transcript of the expanded 
QMP. 
27. [Clagett 1984, 337-3381. Clagett’s position is followed by J. Hoyrup [1988, 349-3501, who infers 
a 13th~century date for De triungulis from the appearance of QMP in Paris ms. 16648. But on the view 
I propose here, where QMP is assigned an independent provenance, this dating argument for De 
triangulis is lost. 
28. The texts from Gerard are presented for comparison with De triangulis IV 20-28 in [Clagett 1984, 
594-6031. According to Clagett ]1984,594], a prototype for IV 19 has not been identified. Although he 
wishes to assign for it an Arabo-Latin source like the propositions that follow, the difference in style, 
more like that of John, and the affinity with the subject matter of De ysoperimetris, of which John 
composed a paraphrase, suggest that IV 19 too is John’s composition. Similarly, the second and third 
parts of IV 20, for which no Arabo-Latin prototype is known [Clagett 1984,594], may also derive from 
John. By extrapolation from IV 20-28, Clagett [1984, 320-323, 592-5931 suggests that QMP (= IV 
14-18) likewise originated as a translation by Gerard. This view, however, is not sustained by the 
stylistic analysis we have given of QMP. 
29. For the passages in the “Florence” text, see Clagett [1964, 102.42, 108.17, 116.72, 118.1081, and 
for Gerard, see Clagett [1964,42.33-34,48.95, 100,50.103,52.124, 131, 138, 1441. The “Florence” text 
sometimes retains Gerard’s “in duo media” as in [Clagett 1964, 112.14, 124.192, 126.232, 128.261, 
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130.2911, and once writes “per equalia” [120.34]. This last is used twice in De triungulis IV.20, lines 
38 and 41 [Clagett 1984,414], in the part of this proposition that Clagett [1984,594] would assign to the 
Latin editor (cf. preceding note). 
30. For an analysis of the “Florence” editor’s treatment of Gerard’s text, see Knorr [1989,623-6241. 
Note that among the systematic changes here is the conversion of Gerard’s “I-form” verbs (e.g., 
“continuabo”) into third-person passives (“continuentur”); the same pattern is evident in the Gerardian 
extracts of De triungulis, e.g., IV 21.6, 7; 23.4, 5. Further, the “Florence” editor avoids Gerard’s 
literalizing circumlocutions, such as “figura FCB que continetur duabus lineis FC, CB et arcu BF” 
[Clagett 1964, 44.40-411, and employs phrases like “pars eius extra circulum FTB” (104.53-54) and 
“porno FTB” (104.58) instead. Similarly, in De triungulis IV 22 the phrase “illa pars regule que est 
inter 2 et B” (line 49; [Clagett 1984, 418]), corresponds to Gerard’s “illud quod cadit ex eis inter Z, 
B.” 
31. Since the 14th-century copies, Paris 7434 and Base1 F.II.33, include these two propositions with 
Propositions 14-28, they may well have taken their text from De triangulis, rather than from the 
alternative form, as the expanded version of QMP; cf. note 26. 
32. Since the last section of IV.28 (lines 19-29) has no parallel in the known exemplars of the 
Gerardian source text, Clagett [1984,331,477,601] has proposed assigning this part to the Latin editor 
of De triungulis. But the style is securely in the literal Arabo-Latin manner, quite distinct from that of 
John or the editor of De triungulis. For instance, “et nobis quidem possibile est venire cum demonstrati- 
one super veritatem eius quod narravimus per modum alium” (28.19-20) can be compared with lines 
from the Verbujliorum, Gerard’s translation of the geometry of the Banu Mu&, e.g., “et invenimus 
super illud quod narravimus de illo cum demonstratione,” from the closing summary, and “et quoniam 
possibile est nobis per ingenium quod narravimus in eis que premissa sunt,” from Proposition 18; cf. 
[Clagett 1964, 352.59-60, 346.33-341. Note that Propositions 20 and 22 of De triungulis IV are based 
on Propositions 18 and 16, respectively, of this very work, the VerbuJiliorum; cf. Clagett [1984, 594, 
5961. Unless we make the rather implausible supposition that the Latin editor has deliberately attempted 
to imitate the Arabo-Latin style, we would assign these last lines of De triungulis to the Gerardian 
source. Presumably, the three extant copies of this source, all assignable to the 14th century (cf. Clagett 
[1984, 591-592]), lie in the tradition of a prototype that suffered this omission through scribal error. 
33. In two copies (Paris 7434 and Paris 7378A), the author is accused of a petitio principii, that is, 
for assuming the third proportional of the square and circle, when the ratio of the square and the circle 
is what is sought; see Clagett [1984, 406n, 465n]. 
34. A more general form of the octagon theorem appears in De triungulis IV, 8, based on Liber 
philotegni Proposition 44; but John would not have known these treatments, since QMP is earlier. The 
same general result can be inferred from Verbufifiliorum, Proposition 2. Although John did indeed know 
this work (for versions of its Propositions 16 and 18 are attached to QMP in the expanded form), there 
is no evident sign of textual borrowing here. 
35. For an account of the relation of De triungulis to Liber philotegni, see Clagett [ 1984, 145-1511. 
36. De curuis is cited in Proposition 29. Moreover, there appear occasional phrases reminiscent of 
that work: e.g., “falsigraphus” in Propositions 9, 18; “si memineris priorum” in Proposition 36; 
“constat prima pars” in Propositions 26,27,29 (cf. 37,39). The phrase “si quis subtilitate ad memoriam 
revocet” in Proposition 23 is also comparable to expressions in De cuds. For the parallels, see Knorr 
[1989, 621-6231. 
37. The Elementu de ponderibus, in Propositions 2,5, cites Liber philotegni (cf. Clagett [1984, 148]), 
while the De r&one ponderis (which I take to be by Jordanus) is a later expanded edition of the 
Elementa. 
38. The passages from Bacon’s Opus Tertium and Communia muthemuticu are examined in Knorr 
[199Ob III]. 
39. Or rather, if we follow the plausible suggestion of Hoyrup [1988, 349-3501, De triungulis (up 
through Book IV, Proposition 13) would be notes of the geometrical lectures of a disciple, presumably 
of John. 
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